Harvard Only Sure Opponent for Mile Relay at Millrose
Sprinter for Special Event will Be Selected This Week

The few days of good weather that will last before the new cold front comes in should give the authorities in charge of the Millrose Games an opportunity to get a better idea of the material available for selection of the athletes for the games.

Although the Millrose meet is the only championship meet on which Harvard has a definite claim, the authorities in charge of the games will not be able to make up their minds about the runners to be used for the games until the trials on January 27. The trials for positions on January 27. The trials for positions next Monday and Tuesday will probably be the last of the trials for selection of the Harvard runner for the mile relay, one of the events that will be held.

The authorities in charge of the Millrose Games have not yet decided whether the mile relay will be held, nor have they settled definite plans concerning the other events. The decision on whether the mile relay will be held will be made early next week, and the trials for the Mile Relay should be held about January 31.
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